
FORMING PASTORAL LEADERS AND 
MISSIONARIES FOR A RENEWED CHURCH

We are a multicultural Catholic community of disciples striving to witness to a
new way of being Church in a region characterized by diverse cultures,
religious traditions, widespread poverty, and complex social changes.

EAST ASIAN PASTORAL INSTITUTEEAST ASIAN PASTORAL INSTITUTE



PASTORAL LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT 
FOR MISSION

PLMM

PLMM is a six-month residential program designed to enhance the
leadership and management capacities and the personal and spiritual
development of pastoral missionaries in response to the demands of the
contemporary Church.

Completion of the
PLMM program can
count towards earning
the ecclesiastical
degree Licentiate in
Sacred Theology (STL)
in Spirituality and
Leadership or the civil
degree Master of
Pastoral Leadership
and Management
(MPLM), both of which
degrees are
administered 
by the Loyola School 
of Theology (LST) 
in Ateneo de Manila
University.

Program Fee: USD 5,500.00 inclusive of food and room   



Through various program modules, activities, and structures, participants
reencounter their Master, within the wealth of the Vatican Il tradition
and of their  own pastoral experience, and re-learn encountering him
today in the Church, in the  world, in other religions and cultures, and

especially among the poor and those who  suffer most. 

PASTORAL RENEWAL FOR DISCIPLESHIP

PRD

Program Fee: USD 3,500.00 inclusive of food and room
Effective January 2025: USD 3,800.00 inclusive of food and room   



Psycho-Emotional Integration: Through a relaxed
schedule, carefully selected week 
long modules, personal reflection, group sharing, and
other activities, participants  
gain a deeper understanding of their own personal
history, giftedness, and unique personality. 

Spiritual Maturity:  Participants are guided on the
path of discernment and contemplation towards
attaining an enduring openness to finding God in all
things. 

Here the participant rediscovers the richness of one's being,
appreciates more profoundly the graciousness and beauty of God's
creative love, and thus prepares to reengage the mission of the
Church with greater generosity and compassion. 
In particular, participants strive to attain key outcomes: 

Pastoral Renewal: Program modules invite a closer
look at Jesus Christ and how he continues to be
active in the Church and in the world, calling each
of his disciples to join him in service. 

To be Christ-Centered:  Programs promote
undergoing conversion and seek proclaiming in a
heartfelt, bold and vibrant way God's good news by
encountering Jesus through Scripture, tradition, and
experience. 

SRE

SABBATICAL RENEWAL EXPERIENCE
Program Fee: USD 4,205.00 inclusive of food and room

Effective January 2025: USD 4,300.00 inclusive of food and room



Ateneo de Manila University Campus
Katipunan Road, Loyola Heights

1108 Quezon City, Philippines

LIFE IN EAPI 

Set in the Jesuit university campus that is a sprawling sanctuary of
greenery within the bustling metropolis, EAPI residential programs
consist of a series of week-long modules featuring staff and guest
facilitators that promote learning with others in a safe, creative,

and constructive environment. 

Daily liturgies, cultural
masses, an 8-day silent
retreat, regular spiritual
accompaniment,
community-building,
sports and recreation
facilities, an out-of-town
trip, and a relaxed
schedule enhance
personal prayer, rest,
reading, exercise, 
and renewal for 
mission.

East Asian Pastoral Institute

(+632) 8426-5901 to 02

www.eapi.org.ph

admission@eapi.org.ph

https://eapionline.org/

